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1. What is MTR?

MTR is “MTR is “MeiseiMeisei Temperature Reference” that has beenTemperature Reference” that has been
developed toward as a temperature reference for GRUANdeveloped toward as a temperature reference for GRUAN
purpose.purpose.

Concept of designConcept of design

* Not rely on the ambiguous correction procedure.* Not rely on the ambiguous correction procedure.

“Small solar radiation correction” and “fast“Small solar radiation correction” and “fast--response”response”

MTR uses the temperature dependence of the electricalMTR uses the temperature dependence of the electrical
resistance of the tungsten wire that was once used for theresistance of the tungsten wire that was once used for the

rocketrocket--sondesonde..



2. Tungsten fine wire

15 cm

100μm

Sensor material :Sensor material :
1010 μmμm thin tungsten wire coilthin tungsten wire coil

with aluminized coatwith aluminized coat

To avoid the any contamination,To avoid the any contamination,
Top of sensor support is removed before launch.Top of sensor support is removed before launch.



3. Specification

The uncertainties of sounding will be evaluated at LC in this year.



4. Contamination free profiles

NighttimeDaytime

Radiation error by the solid angle modulation ofRadiation error by the solid angle modulation of
the illumination against the sensor body.the illumination against the sensor body.



5. Advantage of MTR

(a) Nighttime
Below rigging

(b) Nighttime
Above rigging

(c) Daytime
Below rigging

(d) Daytime
Above rigging

MTR has been rolled outMTR has been rolled out
InIn YangJiangYangJiang campaign.campaign.

MTR 6 Hz temperatureMTR 6 Hz temperature
measurements reveal …measurements reveal …

•• Rigging effectRigging effect
•• Issue of multi payloadIssue of multi payload
•• SelfSelf--contaminationscontaminations

Though these spikes areThough these spikes are
not fully understand,not fully understand,
MTR can detect it clearly.MTR can detect it clearly.



5. Advantage of MTR
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6. Potential of MTR

Detail temperatureDetail temperature profiles will be useful for boundaryprofiles will be useful for boundary
layer , atmospheric wave and turbulence science.layer , atmospheric wave and turbulence science.

Lower boundary layerLower boundary layer

Middle stratosphereMiddle stratosphere



Thank you for your attention!Thank you for your attention!

Now T minus 10Now T minus 10 minuetsminuets..
Let’ go outside to see a launch!!Let’ go outside to see a launch!!


